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The GeneNeighbors module calculates the nearest neighbors for a particular gene (or
other continuous vector pseudo-gene) by trying to find other genes whose expression
values follow similar trends for the samples. The user specifies the number of nearest
neighbors to find for a particular gene by entering a value for the num neighbors
parameter. There are four choices for the distance metric: Cosine, Euclidean,
Manhattan, and Pearson. The cosine distance is given by
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gene we are testing. The Euclidean distance is given by d E    ( xi  yi ) 2  where i
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is the sample number, xi is the named reference gene’s expression value, and yi is the
expression value of the gene we are testing. The Manhattan distance is given by
d M   xi  yi where i is the sample number, xi is the named reference gene’s
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expression value, and yi is the expression value of the gene we are testing. The
Pearson distance is calculated by
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where i is the sample number, n is the number of samples, xi is the named reference
gene’s expression value, and yi is the expression value of the gene we are testing.
Running this algorithm produces a table with two columns: 1) Feature - contains the
gene's identifier from the input file, 2) Score - contains the calculated distance for the
gene relative to the reference gene. The genes in the output table are ordered based
upon the score.
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The results table from the GeneNeighbors algorithm can be viewed with the
GeneListSignificanceViewer and the data results file can be viewed with the
HeatMapViewer.
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Parameters:
Name
Dataset
gene.accession

num.neighbors
marker.list.file:
marker.dataset.file
distance.metric

filter.data
min.threshold
max.threshold
min.fold.diff

min.abs.diff

Description
input dataset - .gct, .res,
odf type=Dataset
reference gene accession
from dataset to find
neighbors for
number of neighbors to
find. Default value: 50
output filename for analysis
results - .odf file
output filename raw data
for selected markers (.gct)
metric for finding
neighbors. Default value:
Pearson
if no, values below will be
ignored. Default value: no
minimum threshold for
data. Default value: 20
maximum threshold for
data. Default value: 20000
minimum fold difference for
filtering genes. Default
value: 5
Minimum absolute
difference for filtering
genes. Default value: 50

Choices

Cosine Distance,
Euclidean Distance,
Manhattan Distance,
Pearson Correlation
yes/no

Output Files:
1. marker.list.file: output file (.odf format) with table of analysis results.
2. marker.dataset.file: output file (gct format) with raw data for top markers.
Platform dependencies:
Module type:
OS:
Java JVM level:
Language:

GeneListSelection
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Java

